Business
Leaders:
Building
Strategic
Resilience in
the face of
COVID-19.
By now you should have hopefully
aligned your business to the new
norm under lockdown. Operational
resilience plans should be in place
and you should be starting to lead
your teams remotely.
But now is not the time to sit back.
Now is the time to move on to phase
two - building strategic resilience
and making sure your business has
the ability and agility to move quickly
as the new market norm returns.

Phase Two:
Strategic Resilience & Agility
Let’s remind ourselves of what this
means...

’The capability of
your business to
monitor and
respond to
changes in the
market, and stay
relevant to
customers.’

Quarter two is about managing operational resilience to limit losses and keep liquidity within
the business. In Quarter three when the lockdown starts to lift, you need to be ready to
bounce into action and the new situation. It’s all about responding to the new norm and
working towards break-even and pushing back into profit for Quarter four, and let’s be clear,
you will most definitely need to change to achieve this.
So, here are some key pointers which you should be putting into action week five onwards:
Intelligence Gathering:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Client intelligence gathering.
Competitor intelligence gathering.
Market Sector due-diligence.
Assess your Business fragility for Q3/Q4.
Multiple Scenario forecasting for Q3/Q4 based on sales and costs using current
intelligence and assumptions.
Once you have gathered the intel you should
move onto your strategic review:
Strategy Q3/Q4
Engage the Senior team in this process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Agree on monthly budgets based on
financial priority to get to break even.
Decide upon priority sector focus for
the short and medium-term.
Decide on your business mix i.e. Temp,
Contract, Perm.
Determine pricing strategy including
payment terms.
Agree on the agile structure to move the
business forward.
Discuss and agree on everyone’s top 5
accountabilities.
Agree on a multi-level contact strategy
for existing clients (this needs to start in
Q2).
Determine your new sales strategy.
Agree the Brand / Marketing plan Q2 &
Q3 (value add based rather than hard
sell).
Elect who’s responsible for market
opportunity monitoring and assessments
(your most innovative person).
Determine your business new scorecard.
Agree on implementation of a weekly
tracking system to monitor progress.
Adopt weekly analysis of all data and
plans and adjust accordingly.

A few points to keep in mind:

• Ensure you don’t cut too deep. It will take
you on average twice as long to recover.
• Don’t do anything that will have a longterm impact on your sustainability.
• Keep talking to clients and make sure you
keep your brand visible in the market
place. Remember it takes on average only
six weeks for clients to forget you.
• Don’t continue with any projects that
were struggling before the crisis. This is
not the time to burn cash.
• Remember this crisis will also create
opportunities and upsides for businesses
that are strong and agile.
• Pull the plan forward if the lockdowns lift
before June.
• Ask for professional support to help you
build the plan.
This is a pivotal point for you as a leader
during this crisis. Now is the time to reach
out and secure the professional expertise
and outside perspective needed to ensure
your business not only weathers this storm,
but re-emerges the other side stronger and
ready for the challenges a post-COVID-19
world will present.

With
extensive
experience
in
crisis
management,
business
restructures,
turnarounds and transformations I can offer
you that critical, outside perspective.
To any business leader out there who needs
support, a sounding board, advice or an
outside perspective please call me, I’m here
to help. No strings, no charges and no
obligations.
Drawing on over 28 years of experience in
the recruitment and staffing industry at
both Board and Senior Management level,
Patrick established Lead Talent back in
2012 (in what many would describe as a
time of uncertainty) and has since been
working with SME’s in the UK and overseas
who are looking to develop and grow their
businesses through sustainable, profitable
growth.
Patrick’s approach centres around the
three key foundations for any successful
business; Strategy, Talent and Brand. This
formula
combined
with
Patrick's
partnership led approach has helped his
clients realise their true business potential
and generate over £50M worth of
additional profit for their businesses in the
past seven years alone.
If you would like a confidential, noobligation chat about the COVID 19 crisis
and the knock-on effect on your business
don’t hesitate to call Patrick on:
07715 326 502 or
email patrick.maloney@lead-talent.co.uk

